IRIS/UNAVCO Geoscience Resources
@ 2022 Houston NSTA

Learn with Us in
Our Sessions
Friday, April 1
Earthquakes as a Phenomenon to Drive Student Inquiry
8:00–9:00 AM | George R. Brown Convention Center – 332B
Help students explore earthquakes and Earth science in context after major earthquakes using a suite
of FREE web apps, data, animations, and visualizations from IRIS. TAKEAWAYS: Participants will be able
to: 1. explore the current seismicity of the planet; 2. use IRIS resources to help students examine a recent
earthquake in Earth science context; and 3. use IRIS resources to enable students to work with authentic
earthquake data.

Discover and Measure Earth’s Layered Interior Using Seismic Data and Simple Models:
A 3-D Learning Activity from IRIS
9:30–10:30 PM | George R. Brown Convention Center – 322A
By using math, building models, analyzing earthquake data, and participating in scientific discourse, your
students can discover and measure Earth’s outer core. TAKEAWAYS: Participants will be able to: 1. demonstrate that Earth cannot be a homogeneous mass and must have a layered interior; 2. explain how seismic
waves provide evidence for Earth’s internal structure and composition; and 3. explain the usefulness of
models in the process of science, as tools to generate predictions that can be compared to observations of
the Earth system.

Hands-On Demonstrations and Models for Your Plate Tectonics, Nature Hazards, Earthquake Units
12:30–1:30 PM | George R. Brown Convention Center – 360 E/F
Explore inexpensive hands-on demonstrations and interactive models to build conceptual understanding
of Earth’s elasticity, structure, plate motions, and more. TAKEAWAYS: Participants will be able to: 1. describe
a suite of hands-on models, evaluating their merits and limitations; 2. differentiate between mental models and expressed models, linking multiple types of models to phenomena (to express the unviewable); and
3. support explanations by analyzing and interpreting data generated by physical models.

Saturday, April 2
Historic Observations, Physical Models, and GPS Data Reveal the Long and Short Behavior of
Earthquakes in NGSS-Focused Resources
12:30–1:30 PM | George R. Brown Convention Center – 351E
Free IRIS and UNAVCO resources explore how the earthquake system behaves across long and short timescales using observations; evidence; and simple, interactive physical models. TAKEAWAYS: Participants will
be able to: 1. use evidence and reasoning to construct an explanation for earthquake occurrence at varying
timescales; 2. model energy inputs and outputs to the earthquake cycle using a simple mechanical model;
and 3. describe how the moment magnitude is calculated for an earthquake and how this relates to basic
physical science principles.

Explore Geoscience Resources
@ IRIS https://www.iris.edu/earthquake
Lessons & Demos
Access learning resources and instructional
sequences to strengthen students’ understanding of seismological concepts.

Teachable Moments
Use our presentations to bring knowledge,
insight, and critical thinking to the classroom
following a newsworthy earthquake.

https://www.iris.edu/hq/inclass/search#type=4

https://www.iris.edu/hq/retm

jAmaSeis
Monitor the Earth from your classroom.
Students can use this software to determine
an earthquake’s location and magnitude.

Animations and Videos
How do earthquakes happen and how
they are studied? These videos explain in
understandable terms.

https://www.iris.edu/hq/inclass/software-webapp/jamaseis

https://www.iris.edu/hq/inclass/search#type=1
https://www.iris.edu/hq/inclass/search#type=8

Station Monitor
See if the ground has moved at a station
near you or elsewhere in the world. View
seismic recordings from today or any day.

Mars Monitor
Explore the ground shaking on Mars from
the NASA InSight Mission.
https://www.iris.edu/app/mars-monitor/

https://www.iris.edu/app/station_monitor

@ UNAVCO https://www.unavco.org/education
UNAVCO Education Resources
Explore plate tectonics, earthquakes, and
more on the science of measuring the Earth.

Connect With Us
Follow the latest news about our shifting
planet.

Search: UNAVCO education resources

Search: UNAVCO on Instagram, LinkedIn,
Twitter, and Facebook

UNAVCO K-12 Activities & Demos
Spur inquiry with easy demos of Earth
processes: sinking glaciers, expanding
volcanoes, tsunami early warning, and more.

GPS Velocity Viewer
Explore the motion of the Earth beneath
your feet and tectonic motions around the
world with real GPS data.

Search: UNAVCO modules & activities

Search: UNAVCO GPS velocity viewer

UNAVCO YouTube Animations
Bring earthquake early warning, drought
monitoring, glacier science, and more into
your classroom.

Careers & Student Spotlight Videos
Inspire students with stories of geoscience
majors and professionals.
Search: UNAVCO YouTube Careers

Search: UNAVCO YouTube Animations

IRIS Education and Public Outreach, part of the SAGE facility funded by NSF
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https://www.unavco.org/education

